42rle transmission parts diagram

The hydraulic system of the transmission con- and indirect inputs sensors, switches, etc. With
this information, the TCM can calculate components. An input clutch assembly which houses
and perform timely and quality shifts through vari- the underdrive, overdrive, and reverse
clutches is ous output or control devices solenoid pack, trans- used. First 2. The 42RLE
transmission can be identified by a barcode label that is affixed to the upper left area of the
bellhousing. The label contains a series of digits that can be translated into useful information
such as transmis- sion part number 10 , date of manufacture 4, 5 , manufacturing origin 2 ,
assembly line identifier 6 , build sequence number 7 , etc. The entire part number, build code,
and sequence number are stamped into the flange. The underdrive hub is splined to the rear
sun gear. When the underdrive clutch is applied, it rotates the underdrive hub and rear sun
gear. The rear sun gear drives the rear planetary pinion gears. The rear planetary pinion gears
are forced to walk around the inside of the sta- tionary rear annulus gear. The pinions are
pinned to the rear carrier and cause the rear carrier assembly to rotate as they walk around the
annulus gear. This provides the torque output for first gear. The other planetary gearset
components are freewheeling. The first gear ratio is 2. As in first gear, torque input is through
the under- drive clutch 1 to the rear sun gear. The rotating rear sun gear turns the rear planetary
pinions. The pinions of the front car- rier walk around the stationary front sun gear. The result is
two components rear sun gear and rear annulus gear rotating at the same speed and in the
same direction. This effectively locks the entire plan- etary gearset together and is rotated as
one unit. The gear ratio in third is As the overdrive clutch rotates the front carrier, it causes the
pinions of the front carrier to walk around the stationary front sun gear. In fourth gear,
transmission output speed is more than engine input speed. This situation is called overdrive
and the gear ratio is 0. When applied, the reverse clutch drives the front sun gear through the
overdrive hub and shaft. Output torque is provided, in reverse, with a gear ratio of 2. Prior to
performing a road test, verify that the fluid level, fluid condition, and linkage adjustment 42RLE
automatic transmission malfunctions may have been approved. If acceleration is nor- When
diagnosing a problem always begin with mal, but high throttle opening is needed to maintain
recording the complaint. The complaint should be highway speeds, the converter stator clutch
may defined as specific as possible. Include the following have seized. A slipping clutch may
also set a DTC and can be After noting all conditions, check the easily acces- determined by
operating the transmission in all sible variables: selector positions. The process of elimination
can be used to detect any unit which slips and to confirm proper operation of good units. Road
test analysis can diagnose slip- ping units, but the cause of the malfunction cannot be
determined. Practically any condition can be caused by leaking hydraulic circuits or sticking
valves. These tests usually reveal the cause of most transmission problems. Before performing
pressure tests, be certain that fluid level and condition, and shift cable adjustments have been
checked and approved. Fluid must be at Fig. Test port locations are shown in the Pressure Taps
graphic. Vehicle should be in fourth gear. Gear, CC on 3 Allow vehicle wheels to turn and
increase throttle opening to achieve an indicated vehicle speed NOTE: These tests check the
torque converter of 30 mph. Fourth Gear 3 Allow vehicle wheels to turn and increase throttle
opening to achieve an indicated vehicle speed NOTE: This test checks the underdrive clutch of
50 mph. Vehicle should be in 4th gear, CC on. Verfy that the OD switch is ON. If not, than either
the solenoid assembly or 7 Allow vehicle wheels to turn and increase controller is at fault.
NOTE: This test checks the reverse clutch hydraulic 3 Allow vehicle wheels to turn and increase
circuit. The piston should return to its starting position when the air pressure is removed.
Watch care- fully for the piston to move forward. The piston should return to its original position
after the air pressure is removed. Inoperative clutches can be located by substituting air
pressure for fluid pressure. The clutches may be tested by applying air pressure to their
respective passages after the valve body has been removed. Use Special Tool 1 and 1 to
perform test Fig. To make air pressure tests, proceed as follows:. NOTE: The compressed air
supply must be free of all dirt and moisture. Use a pressure of 30 psi. Air pressure is applied
tool 1 , one at a time. This locks the 3 Listen for the clutch to apply. It will give a output shaft.
Use a piece of rubber hose wrapped slight thud sound. If a large amount of air is heard around
the input shaft and a pair of clamp-on pliers escaping, the transmission must be removed from
to turn the input shaft. Next apply air pressure Fig. The input shaft should not rotate with hand
torque. The piston should return to its starting 3 Determine the true source of the leak. Fluid
leakage at or around the torque converter Heli-Coilt, or equivalent, tools, and inserts are area
Fig. Factory fill ers. They may only be the result of 2 Raise and support vehicle. Converter
housing leaks have several potential 4 Remove engine-to-transmission bending braces sources.
Through careful observation, a leak source or engine collar. Pump and remove crankshaft
position sensor Fig. Pump attaching bolt leaks are generally CAUTION: The crankshaft position
sensor can be deposited on the inside of the converter housing and damaged during

transmission removal or installa- not on the converter itself. Pump seal or gasket leaks tion if
the sensor is left in place. To avoid damage, Fig. Rotate crankshaft with socket wrench on
Damaged or worn threads in the aluminum trans- dampener bolt. Then disconnect and remove
17 Remove bolts securing rear support Fig. Retain fill tube seal. Remove the bolt attaching
transfer case vent tube to converter housing. Before disassembling transmission, move the
shift lever clockwise as far as it will go and then remove the shift lever. NOTE: Tag all clutch
pack assemblies, as they are removed, for reassembly identification. Move input shaft in and
out to obtain end 1 - TOOL play reading. End play specifications are 0. If endplay exceeds the
specified range, the 4 thrust plate needs to be inspected and changed if necessary. NOTE: The
four bolts along the bottom of the adapter housing have a sealing patch applied from the
factory. Note the locations of these bolts and seperate these bolts for reuse. There are two pry
slots Fig. If the grommet lip is damaged, it will need to be replaced. Inspect the cir-clip on the
shaft for damage and replace the clip if necessary. NOTE: The speed sensor bolts have a
sealing patch applied from the factory. Seperate these bolts for reuse. Identify the speed
sensors for re-installa- tion since they are not interchangeable. NOTE: One of the oil pan bolts
has a sealing patch applied from the factory. Seperate this bolt for reuse. Damage could result.
Remove piston and springs Fig. The oil pump bolts are not to be reused. The orientation should
allow the bearing to seat flat against the rear sun gear Fig. If necessary, fasten the A bar to the
bellhousing flange with any combination of locking pliers and bolts to center the tool properly.
Seal replace- ment requires replacement of the piston assembly. Do not grind all the way
through the nut and into the shaft. There are two stakes on each nut. Use special tool with a
shop press to remove the front output shaft bearing cup Fig. Inspect all components Fig. Seal
Fig. Seal replacement requires replacement of the piston assembly. Lightly tighten retaining
screws. Screws should be below the plate surface, but do not snug screws. Ensure your press
table has clear- ance for the output shaft. Apply Use special tool MD Disc and C- and small
amount of petrolatum onto the shim to hold C Handle to press shaft into rear bearing it in place.
Use the original shim as a starting Fig. If original shim is not available, use the f Do not re-use
old output shaft nut thickest shim available. Using special tools and A, bearing. The shaft must
be pressed into position. Do not reuse old out- put shaft nut. The shaft should have 1 to 8 in. If
the turning torque is higher than 8 in. If turning torque is less than 1 in. Make sure there is no
end play. Use special tool to stake output shaft nut. Leave uppermost disc out to facilitate snap
ring installation. Seal replace- Fig. Set up dial indicator as shown in Fig. Record mea- Fig. Press
down clutch pack with finger and zero dial indicator. Record mea- surement in four 4 places and
take average reading. If not within specifications, the clutch is not assembled properly or is
excessively worn. The number 7 needle bearing has and 6 needle bearing Fig. The orienta- tion
should allow the bearing to seat flat against the rear sun gear. A small amount of petrolatum
can be used to hold the bearing to the rear sun gear. Ensure the input clutch assembly is
completely seated by view- ing position through input speed sensor hole. If the speed sensor
tone wheel is not centered in the opening, the input clutch assembly is not seated properly. Use
screw-in dowels or phillips-head screw- drivers to align pump to case. Be sure to rein- stall
O-ring on oil pump after selecting the Fig. This will ensure that the measurement will be
accurate. Input shaft end play must be 0. For example, if end play reading is 0. This should
provide an input shaft end play reading of 0. Do This will indicate when a 4 thrust plate change
is required. The 4 thrust plate is located behind the overdrive clutch hub. Attach a dial indicator
to transmission bell housing with its plunger seated against end of input shaft Fig. Move input
shaft in and out to obtain end play read- ing. If not within specifica- tions, make the necessary
thrust plate adjustment. Be sure to install any stud bolts to their original locations. The hub
must be 7 Lightly grease crankshaft flange hole. Replace the plate if cracked, distorted or
damaged. Then Also be sure transmission dowel pins are seated rotate converter back and
forth until fully seated in in engine block and protrude far enough to pump gears. Surface of
converter lugs drive plate and converter housing with engine block. Then raise, lower verter is
fully seated. Refer to 13 - crankshaft. Install new fill tube seal in transmission before installation.
Grommets should not be reused. Use pry tool to remove rod from grommet and cut away old
grom- met. Use pliers to snap new grommet into lever and to snap rod into grommet at
assembly. Description Metric Standard Output Shaft 0. Reverse Clutch Select Snap Ring 0.
Overdrive Clutch No Select 1. Underdrive Clutch Select Reaction 0. Description Metric Standard
End Play 0. Inner Gear-to-Crescent 0. Outer Gear-to-Pocket 0. Outer Gear Side Clearance 0.
Inner Gear Side Clearance 0. Compressor - A Tip - An accumulator typically consists of a piston,
and springs. The intended result is a smooth, firm return spring s , and a cover or plug. The
overdrive clutch application. Use only an arbor press bly is retained by a cover and a snap-ring.
Burrs or nicks on the It is retained by a cover and retaining screws Fig. Improperly seated
bearing cup and cones are subject to low-mileage failure. BTSI , is a cable and solenoid

operated system. It interconnects the automatic transmission floor NOTE: Bearing drag torque
specifications must be mounted shifter to the steering column ignition maintained to avoid
premature bearing failures. Used original bearing may lose up to 50 percent of the original drag
torque after break-in. NOTE: All bearing adjustments must be made with no other component
interference or gear inter- mesh. An additional electrically activated feature will prevent shifting
out of the PARK position unless the brake pedal is depressed at least one-half an inch. When
the key is in the RUN posi- tion and the brake pedal is depressed, the shifter is unlocked and
will move into any position. Push cable inward until lock tab engages. Refer to pushed
downward to the locked position. Raise bezel and console for access to cable. The underdrive 2
, ton floor shift or release lever column shift. The input clutch b Turn ignition switch to RUN
position. Shifting should be possible. This condition is usu- ally the result of a damaged main
cooler, or severe restrictions in the coolers and lines caused by debris or kinked lines. Trailer
tow- ing or similar high load operation will overheat the transmission fluid if the vehicle is
improperly equipped. Foaming also causes fluid first, second, and third direct gears by
pressurized expansion which can result in fluid overflow from the fluid against the underdrive
piston. When the under- transmission vent or fill tube. Fluid overflow can eas- drive clutch is
applied, the underdrive hub drives the ily be mistaken for a leak if inspection is not careful.
When the reverse clutch is repair applied, the front sun gear assembly is driven. The use of
non-recommended fluids can result in transmission failure. The usual results are erratic shifts,
slippage, abnormal wear and eventual failure due to fluid breakdown and sludge formation.
Avoid this condition by using recommended fluids only. The dipstick cap and fill tube should be
wiped clean before checking fluid level. The fluid level should be in into the tube if not removed
beforehand. Adjust fluid time to wipe the cap and tube clean before withdraw- level as
necessary. Engine coolant in the transmission fluid is gener- ally caused by a cooler
malfunction. If coolant has circulated NOTE: Engine and Transmission should be at northrough the transmission, an overhaul is necessary. This is neces- sary because normal
converter flushing procedures 1 Start engine and apply parking brake. It is located 7 Check
transmission for leaks. Be sure to wipe all dirt from dipstick handle before removing. A filter
change on level ground. At normal operating temperature should be made at the time of the
transmission oil approximately 82 C. The magnet on the inside of the oil pan rect if it is in the
HOT region cross-hatched area on should also be cleaned with a clean, dry cloth. Then, with
parking and service brakes applied, move selector lever momentarily to each 1 Raise vehicle on
a hoist. Place a drain con- position, ending in the park or neutral position. If level is low, add
fluid to bring level to patch applied from the factory. Separate this bolt MIN mark on dipstick.
Check to see if the oil level for reuse. If one side is 2 Loosen pan bolts and tap the pan at one
corner noticably higher than the other, the dipstick has to break it loose allowing fluid to drain,
then remove picked up some oil from the dipstick tube. Allow the the oil pan. Reinstall pan
mark. Transmission Fluid, through the dipstick opening. Refer to 23 - and press cable end fitting
onto lever ball stud. Fully seat cable grommet into dash panel. NOTE: Tag reverse clutch pack
for reassembly iden- tification. Make sure snap ring is fully seated. Leave the top disc 2 out ring
2 on the piston return spring 4 Fig. Be sure that snap ring is fully seated, by pushing with
screwdriver, into snap ring groove all the way around. When releasing pressure on clutch pack,
indicator reading should advance 0. Underdrive clutch pack clearance must be 0. There is no
adjustment for the OD clutch clearance. When releasing pressure, indicator should advance 0.
The reverse clutch pack clearance is 0. Select the proper reverse clutch snap ring to achieve
specifications. Retain with petrolatum or transmission assembly gel 2 Fig. As the teeth of the
input clutch hub pass by the sensor coil, an AC voltage is generated and sent to the TCM. The
TCM interprets this information as input shaft rpm. The Output Speed Sensor generates an AC
signal in a similar fashion, though its coil is excited by rota- tion of the rear planetary carrier
lugs. The TCM interprets this information as output shaft rpm. Be sure to reuse the same
two-wire magnetic pickup devices that generate AC bolt. They are mounted in the left side of the
transmission case and are considered 4 Remove the bolt holding the input speed sensor
primary inputs to the Transmission Control Module to the transmission case. Add fluid as
necessary. The oil pump assembly Fig. This suction draws 2 Remove the reaction shaft support
2 from the fluid through the pump inlet from the oil pan. As the pump housing 1 Fig. Clearance
should be 0. Measure the Plastigage following the instruc- tions supplied. Clearance between
inner gear side and the reaction shaft support should be 0. Be sure to reuse the same bolt. They
are mounted in the left side sor to the transmission case. The normal position for the con- 2
Install the bolt to hold the output speed sensor trol switch is the ON position. The switch must
be in into the transmission case. The control switch indicator light illuminates 3 Install the
wiring connector onto the output only when the overdrive switch is turned to the OFF speed
sensor position, or when illuminated by the transmission 4 Verify the transmission fluid level.

Add fluid as control module. The switch is a momen- tary contact device that signals the PCM to
toggle current status of the overdrive function. If nicks, scratches or hub wear are found, torque
con- verter replacement will be required. Also inspect the engine drive plate for cracks. If any
cracks are found replace the drive plate. Do not attempt to repair a cracked drive plate. Always
use new torque converter to drive plate bolts. Then install torque converter into transmission.
Be sure that the hub lugs mesh with the front pump lugs when installing. The shift indicator is
located The planetary geartrain is located between the on the console next to the gear shift. The
shift posi- input clutch assembly and the rear of the transmis- tions are: sion case. Over or
direction. Manual second 2 range provides first and second gear only. Engine starts must not
be possible in any other gear position. Then depressed and lever in: install seal using special
tool CA. Engine starts a magnetic force to perform work. It consists of a coil must be possible.
Engine starts which performs the work, or straight line motion. Engine starts must be possible.
The solenoids used in transmission applications 5 Unsnap cable eyelet from transmission shift
are attached to valves which can be classified as nor- lever. The normally open solenoid valve is
defined detent by moving lever fully rearward. Last rearward as a valve which allows hydraulic
flow when no cur- detent is PARK position. The nor- 7 Verify positive engagement of
transmission mally closed solenoid valve is defined as a valve park lock by attempting to rotate
propeller shaft. These valves 8 Snap cable eyelet onto transmission shift lever. The solenoids
11 Verify correct operation. Fast response time is also necessary to ensure accurate control of
the transmission. A stronger magnetic field will The typical electrical solenoid used in
automotive cause the plunger to move at a greater speed than a applications is a linear
actuator. It is a device that weaker one. There are basically two ways to increase produces
motion in a straight line. This straight line the force of the magnetic field: motion can be either
forward or backward in direc- 1. Increase the amount of current applied to the tion, and short or
long distance. Increase the number of turns of wire in the coil. By keeping the air gap between
the plunger and the coil to the minimum necessary to allow free movement of the plunger, the
magnetic field is maximized. The most common practice is to increase the num- ber of turns by
using thin wire that can completely fill the available space within the solenoid housing. The
strength of the spring and the length of the plunger also contribute to the response speed
possi- ble by a particular solenoid design. A solenoid can also be described by the method by
which it is controlled. Some of the possibilities Fig. ON and duty cycled versions control the
voltage is inside the transmission and mounted to the across the solenoid to allow either full
flow or no flow valve body assembly. The When an electrical current is applied to the solereverse clutch is controlled by line pressure from the noid coil, a magnetic field is created which
produces manual valve in the valve body. The assembly. When the current is removed switches
that monitor and send hydraulic circuit from the coil, the attraction is removed and the
information to the TCM. Likewise, the pressure plunger will return to its original position due to
switches can only be service by replacing the assem- spring pressure. The test simply verifies
that they are opera- Transmission Control Relay through a single wire. Immediately after a ually
by grounding the return wire of the solenoid shift into 1st, 2nd, or 3rd gear with the engine
speed needed. If it ing state. If the switch fails to tional element. Each solenoid is turned on or
off being replaced, the Quick Learn Procedure must be depending on its current state. An
inductive spike performed. In addition to the periodic testing, the solenoid circuits are tested if a
speed ratio or pres- sure switch error occurs. The primary purpose of these switches is to help
the TCM detect when clutch circuit hydraulic failures occur. The range for the pressure switch
clos- ing and opening points is psi. Typically the switch opening point will be approximately one
psi lower than the closing point. For example, a switch may close at 18 psi and open at 17 psi.
The switches are continuously monitored by the TCM for the cor- rect states open or closed in
each gear as shown in the following chart: Fig. The torque converter consists of an outer shell
with an internal turbine, a stator, an overrunning clutch, an impeller and an electronically
applied converter clutch. The converter clutch pro- vides reduced engine speed and greater fuel
economy when engaged. Clutch engagement also provides reduced transmission fluid
temperatures. The torque converter hub drives the transmission oil fluid pump. The torque
converter is a sealed, welded unit that is not repairable and is serviced as an assembly.
CAUTION: The torque converter must be replaced if a transmission failure resulted in large
amounts of metal or fiber contamination in the fluid. The impeller consists of curved blades
placed radially along the inside of the housing on the transmission side of the converter. As the
con- verter housing is rotated by the engine, so is the impeller, because they are one and the
same and are the driving members of the system. The turbine is mounted within the housing
opposite the impeller, but is not attached to the housing. The input shaft is inserted through the
center of the impeller and splined into the turbine. The design of the turbine is similar to the
impeller, except the blades of the turbine are curved in the opposite direction. When the stator

is locked against the over-running clutch, the torque multiplication feature of the torque
converter is operational. The TCC Fig. Although the fluid coupling pro- vides smooth,
shock-free power transfer, it is natural for all fluid couplings to slip. If the impeller 3 and turbine
5 were mechanically locked together, a zero slippage condition could be obtained. A hydraulic
piston 6 with friction material 7 was added to the turbine assembly 5 to provide this mechanical
lock-up. With the stator locked, the oil strikes The converter impeller Fig. This circula- to the
engine drive plate, rotates at engine speed. As the turbine and turns the transmission input
shaft. In this con- As the fluid that was put into motion by the impel- dition of operation, the
stator begins to free wheel ler blades strikes the blades of the turbine, some of and the
converter acts as a fluid coupling. The torque con- impeller. If the fluid is not redirected before it
strikes verter clutch is controlled by the Powertrain Control the impeller, it will strike the
impeller in such a Module PCM. The torque converter clutch engages direction that it would
tend to slow it down. When this happens the overrun- ning clutch of the stator locks and holds
the stator. Use caution pump gears. NOTE: Check converter hub and drive notches for sharp
edges, burrs, scratches, or nicks. The hub must be smooth to avoid damaging the pump seal at
installation. After a controller reset, the TCM energizes the bination of open and closed
switches. Each shift lever relay. After this is verified, the circuits. The TCM interprets this
information and voltage at the solenoid pack pressure switches is determines the appropriate
transmission gear posi- checked. After the relay is energized, the TCM mon- tion and shift
schedule. This allows reasonably normal transmission operation with a TRS failure. The
electrical connector extends through the transmission case. The valve body assembly Fig. If the
thermistor cir- include the following Fig. When the oil temperature is approximately 20 degrees
Fahrenheit or less, the valve is fully open to assist in venting oil past the U1 orifice 2. At
temperatures above 20 degrees, the valve starts to close and becomes fully closed at Fig. The
regulator valve 9 Fig. It receives unregu- lated pressure from the pump 6 , which works against
spring tension 8 to maintain oil at specific pressures. A system of sleeves and ports allows the
Fig. In the other, it directs line pressure to the converter control and converter clutch valves 7.
The manual valve 4 Fig. Its primary responsibility is to send line pressure to the appropriate
hydraulic cir- cuits and solenoids. The valve has three operating ranges or positions. Line
pressure from the regulator valve 5 is fed to the torque converter regulator valve 8. The
pressure is then directed to the con- verter clutch switch valve 10 and to the front side of the
converter clutch piston. This pressure pushes the piston back and disengages the converter
clutch. Separate this bolts for lates the flow of fluid to the torque converter. By design, when the
valve is shifted by fluid pressure from one channel, the opposing channel is blocked. This
should be one position past the L posi- tion. Then remove the manual shift lever. Note their
location for assembly ease Fig. When disassembling, each part should be 16 Remove remaining
retainers 1, 2 Fig. Do not wipe parts with shop towels. All mating surfaces in the valve body are
accurately machined; therefore, careful handling of all parts must be exercised to avoid nicks or
burrs. If necessary, secure them with petrolatum or transmission assembly gel for assembly
ease. Retainers should be flush or below valve body surface. Torque valve body to transmission
case bolts 1 Fig. Verify proper fluid level. Tighten bolts 2 Fig. Open navigation menu. Close
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